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Publishers’ Preface

Brown Judaic Studies has been publishing scholarly books in all areas of Judaic studies for forty years. Our books, many of which contain groundbreaking scholarship, were typically printed in small runs and are not easily accessible outside of major research libraries. We are delighted that with the support of a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities/Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Humanities Open Book Program, we are now able to make available, in digital, open-access, format, fifty titles from our backlist.

Rabbi Moses ben Nahman (1194–1270) was among the more important and innovative Jewish exegetes of the Middle Ages. However, as David Novak shows in *The Theology of Nahmanides Systematically Presented* (1993), throughout his biblical commentaries Nahmanides maintained a consistent theology, often in conversation with that of Maimonides. Novak systematically reconstructs this theology, drawing on a deep knowledge of the scattered works of Nahmanides and informed by a modern philosophical sensitivity.

This edition incorporates typographical corrections of the original text.
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